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 obtain  position  CNC machinist contributing  attainment  employer's production 
goals ,continuing  enhance  skills and knowledge.

EXPERIENCE

Asst. Slitter Operator
Precoat Metals - FEBRUARY 2015 – 2020

 Operated  series of machines that worked together  unit to trim coils  
metal  the desired width, safely and efficiently.

 Loaded and unloaded the two arbors at each end of the machine by 
using coil carts and forklifts.

 Measured width and flatness  metal using micrometers and 
application specific gauges, entered the data into File Maker Pro.

 Inspected coated metal for defects in  paint, such  flaking, line rolls, 
starve out, etc, and defects in  metal itself, such as burrs, edge wave,
center buckle, etc.

 Used the inventory management system  record and keep track of 
each coil that was slit  width and then sent to another line house,  out
door to the customer.

 Setup the line to process  order from  customer, changing the width 
and number of cuts on the slitter head,  addition to adding and 
removing spacers and dividers on the line to run different widths and 
number of cuts of metal depending on the order.

 Depended on the type of order, could not  weighed on the scales, 
operator would use series of formulas, calculate  weight , coil exiting 
the machine, to determine that the weight was inside customer 
specifications.

Asst. Slitter Operator 
Delta Corporation - 2012 – 2015

 All slitter related setups and tear downs, reading and understanding 
of orders, writing setups, checking sizes and guage of steel, banding 
material, .

 Was able to run all 4 of the slitter machines, training other operators, 
training helpers, training crain operators.

 Skills Used All slitter related processes, running over head crain, filling
out paperwork.

 Was responsible for cutting various types of metal to different widths 
by use of slitting machine and rings, knives, and rubbers.

 Successfully operated steel slitter machines Conducted machine 
setups and teardowns Performed preventative maintenance of 
machines Worked overhead .
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 Machine operator, forklift, load and unload trucks.
 Operate machines, forklift, load and unload trucks.

EDUCATION

 Diploma - 2006(New Palestine High School New Palestine)

SKILLS

Forklift Operation And Overhead Crane Operation.
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